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Some of you may have seen the video of the black student stomping his teacher for taking away his
Nintendo, but I wonder how many have seen through it.  

Like you, I didn't really want to watch it, since if it is real I don't want to see such a thing.  I don't need
any more trauma.  And that's where they get you, because you won't look closely at the event, studying
it.  You will just react viscerally and emotionally and move on as quickly as you can.  But I didn't allow
myself to do that.  

Honestly, on a first look, I bought it, and thought to myself they needed to put this kid to sleep before
he kills someone.  That is the reaction they want.  They also want you to notice he is black, because
that fuels the race war they are manufacturing.

But I resisted that snap judgment and kept looking and thinking.  The first thing to consider is that if
this were real, they would never release such shocking video.  Back in the old days you never saw stuff
like this, and that is because it wasn't allowed.  This video is crime scene evidence, or should be, so the
police and court should be sitting on it at least until after the trial.  They don't want to ruin jury
selection, you know.  And besides, releasing all crime scene footage used to be a no-no, since of course
it traumatizes the public for no reason.  Except that they now have a reason.  They WANT you
traumatized, which is why all this stuff is posted immediately.  

But it goes way beyond that, because they so desperately need you traumatized and confused and split
—to misdirect your gaze off of the vaccine genocide—they go to the trouble of manufacturing video
like this.  Hollywood can manufacture scenes like this very easily as you know, with stuntmen and
other actors, CGI, splicing, and many other tricks.  

As confirmation of what I just said, we saw that they also casually released footage of an old lady
getting dragged into a lake and eaten by a huge alligator in Florida.  It is being posted by major
mainstream outlets all over the world.  Is this the sort of news we expect from the mainstream media?



No.  Fifty years ago this would not have been allowed, but now it is a daily occurrence.  Did they also
fake that?  Probably, since the last part is censored.  It looks like a small lake in a retirement
community, and they would not have killer alligators in that pond.  

So here is what I finally saw in the school video.  As our first big clue, I noticed they described this
assailant as 6'6” tall and 270lbs.  But he isn't.  Not even close.  He isn't much taller than the person he
attacks, and when he is next to the policemen later, he is shorter than they are.  So he seems to be about
6'0”, maybe even less.  Yes, he is fat, so he probably weighs around 220.  But not 270.  I keyed on this
immediately because I had already caught them doing this with the George Floyd fake.  Floyd was 6'6”,
but the guy in the video was about 6 inches shorter, so I knew it wasn't Floyd.  It was some actor.  We
saw the same thing with the Aldrich kid in Colorado Springs last November, who they again described
as 6'6”.  They really like that number, and we know why. 

But what really got me was looking at the other people in the video.  First I noticed that the obese lady
strolling by hardly reacts at all.  She just pauses and moves on, as if it was a food fight.  That seemed
strange, but not definitive, so I kept looking.  The clincher is the small guy in a tan shirt, who comes
around the far corner.  He is the one who actually pushes the big kid off the “lady”.  Notice that all he
has to do is touch the kid and the kid moves back.  The kid is supposed to be in a froth, and this guy is
very small.  Under normal circumstances the kid could toss him away like a ragdoll.  But the little guy
just has a magic touch.  But it is even worse than that, because this little guy is the worst actor ever.
Watch how he runs up to the scene.  He doesn't, does he?  He comes around the corner, sees the vicious
beating taking place, and casually strolls up.  He doesn't even increase his pace of walking, much less
think of running.  That may be the biggest clue here.

But there are others.  Once we have the idea in our heads this might be fake, we notice that the black
kid is pulling all his punches.  He isn't hitting with his knuckles, like any normal person would, he is
hitting with the back of his palm, with his wrist bent back.  That is exactly the way you will do if you
are pulling punches, and aren't a very good actor.  Not one of his punches or stomps lands with any
effect.  

Which leads us to back the video up.  He does push the teacher very hard and she goes flying.  That
part isn't faked, so it must be staged.  Who could most likely stage that?  Not a woman.  Unless you are
actually in Hollywood, where they have female stuntwomen of all sizes, the easiest thing is to let a
young man take that fall.  A guy in his twenties can do that all day and not get hurt, especially with a
bit of rib padding.  But notice that we are supposed to believe the “lady” was knocked cold by the
initial push and fall.  “She” doesn't move a muscle after she hits the ground.  Unless he broke her neck
and immediately killed her, that wouldn't happen.  She would be trying to crawl away, at least.  So
again, we have signs of a staging.  Which led me to study “her” before the hit.  

The “lady” is a dude.  Start by noticing how big her feet are.  Do you know any women who are 5'8”
and wear size 12 sneakers?  Then notice her posture, in the shoulders and neck.  Definitely a dude.
This is just some kid with long hair.  Some skate punk who knows how to take a fall.  So the blurred
out faces are very convenient.  You are told it is a woman, so you just assume it is. 

Also notice that this takes place in a wide open space.  Almost as if they have cleared the area.  Why
would the hall need to be that wide there?  My guess is there are normally more tables there, but they
have cleared them to give our stuntman room to fall.  He really could hurt himself if he fell into
furniture that wasn't breakaway.     
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Finally, notice that late in the video, a large black man enters the scene at the top.  He might be able to
help these ladies and small men control this “huge” black kid, eh?  Nope.  A woman holds him back
and he retreats around the corner.   What?  

The location of this event is also a red flag, since Palm Coast is a very strange place.  The population
has tripled in the past twenty years, for no apparent reason.  That wasn't due to Covid, since it has been
growing like wildfire since 2000.  Speaking of wildfires, it is the only place in a swamp I have ever
heard of with a wildfire problem.  It had huge famous fires in 1985 and 1998 in the exact same
subdivision, indicating arson or some other manufactured cause.  In 1998 fire suppression teams from
44 states were involved, so the whole thing looks staged for some reason.  44 state teams involved to
suppress a fire in a swamp.  Coincidentally, Palm Coast incorporated the next year.  Here's something
else strange: although population was soaring, we are told at Wiki that 15% of housing was vacant in
2010.  How can you have 15% of housing vacant when everyone in the world is moving there?  It
makes no sense. . . unless it was all planned somehow.   Matanzas high school has been in the news
before, with several pedestrian accidents making national news there.  So those were probably faked as
well.  But here's the clincher: who do you think is from Palm Coast?  None other than Ron DeSantis,
the current famous governor.   What are the odds?   Even weirder?  His bio doesn't mention it.  The
page for Palm Coast lists him as their most famous person, but his own bio says he grew up in
Dunedin, on the opposite coast.  Was DeSantis living in Palm Coast when he was JAG, stationed in
Jacksonville, just up the road from Palm Coast?  This just reminds us that DeSantis was a Navy SEAL,
supposedly their legal advisor, but who knows.  His records are still classified, so he may still be on a
SEAL team one mission for all we know.  

[Added next day: a reader wrote in with an addition:

Palm Coast is also home to Renegade Broadcasting Op with "Sinead McCarthy" and Heil Kunt who
are in turn closely linked to Ab Irato/fakeologist/Tim who is CSIS but then all three of them are
linked to Jon Humanity who has attacked you personally and moreover all of them are linked to the
Simon Shack actually Hytten/hoi polloi jerkcircle so their aggression is domestic and foreign.]

So why stage this?  As part of the manufactured race war, as well as part of Operation Chaos and Men-
are-Pigs.  Even Charles Barkley, not the brightest bulb, has caught on to the fact the governors are
manufacturing a race war.  They want us fighting eachother instead of fighting them.  They want black
fighting white, man fighting woman, gay fighting straight, pro-life fighting pro-choice, etc.  Anything
to keep the focus off the man behind the curtain.  As we saw yesterday, they have even fooled Scott
Adams, or bought him off.  People are buying this misdirection, and it is very sad.  But I think most
people are starting to see through it.  The number of people aware of the fact that news is being faked
on a grand scale is growing rapidly.   

Added February 28, 2023: Some of my readers continue to be fooled by this, advising me that special
needs students do get violent.  But that's all as maybe, since we are talking about this specific event,
and I have already proved that didn't happen here. For those who still don't believe me, the evidence
continues to come in.  We now are told that the attacker Brendan Depa had been arrested three previous
times for assault.  Nonetheless, he was released immediately yesterday to his “group home” at East
Coast Habilitation Options (ECHO), which I guess is code for his Hollywood trailer.  If any of this
were true, why would this murderous kid—who has been and still is threatening to kill people—be
released to a care home?  Why was he ever running loose at that high school?  Given his history of
assault and threats to murder people—which, we are told, are on his records—he should have been in a
locked room, monitored by armed guards.  You see how none of this makes any sense.  You don't let



6'6”, 270-pound violent kids who have threatened to kill people run around loose in a highschool, and
if any of this were true, those in charge of him should be charged as accessories in this assault, for
gross negligence.  

The teacher is already talking, saying she didn't take the Nintendo switch.  That was a fast recovery,
right?  Is she talking about suing those in charge of Depa for her injuries?  No.  But the proof is in the
names, as usual.  She is given as Joan Naydich, so I looked her up on the usual free people searches.
She is aka Joan Weisinger and also Joan. . . are you ready? . . . Cummings.  When I saw that I laughed
out loud, since I have written a recent paper on the Cummings, called Clan Cumming.  In England and
France the name was Comyn, and even earlier it was Comnene.  Yes, these are the Comnenes I have
talked about many times, showing they go back before the time of Christ, arising in Ancient Armenia,
becoming the Byzantine Emperors, then moving into Europe in several lines.  Most famously, they
moved into central Europe as the Jagiellon/Radziwill/Vasa dynasty, and in the north they came down as
Vikings, becoming Comyn/Stanley/MacDonald/Murray.  In England they joined their cousins the
Stuarts coming up from Brittany and have ruled the islands ever since.  The Jagiellon line even joined
them there, since King Charles is a Jagiellon in several lines.  He is a Comnene in many other lines.  So
discovering this lady in this current fake event is a Cumming is even better in many ways than
discovering she was a Rockefeller or Rothschild.  Either way, it is about the same.  I already knew this
event was staged, but this is proof positive.  

The names Naydich and Weisinger are just added frosting on that cake, since they are also Jewish, of
course.  Just search on “Naydich Jewish”, where you will find this document at Jewishdata.com, being
the Obituary Archive of the Rhode Island Jewish Historical Society.  At Instantcheckmate we found
that Joan Naydich is from Providence, RI, and here we find a listing for Boris Naydich of Rhode Island
dated 1994.  A search on him finds he was living in Jacksonville, just a few miles from Palm Coast.  So
obviously a relative of Joan.  We also find a Roza Naydich, 1995, at Mount Hebron Cemetery in
Flushing, NY.   Joan's son appears to be Alexander S., since he is on her relatives list.  We find him at
LinkedIN as Alexander Sasha, a graduate of Harvard graduate school in bioengineering, now working
at Mass General Brigham.  Doesn't really match the poorly dressed person we see in the video, does it?
Does that person working special needs in Palm Coast look like the mother of a son like that?  Not to
me.  You will say we have pictures of Joan with her kids, and they are young.  Yeah, because those
pictures are obviously quite old.  She is listed as 57, but looks about 40 in those.  So that gives us
another question: why aren't there any recent photos of Joan?  She should have a recent photo for the
highschool records.  

Joan's parents or in-laws are Etya and Semyon, proving these people are Jewish.  We also find a link to
David Jagolinzer, and what do you know, he has been in the news recently as well.  He is the guy that
allegedly died of a heart attack while playing blackjack in Vegas last week.  What are the odds?
Astronomical that two people from this family would make the national news in the same week, so we
can assume this story is fake as well.  Just another family of Jewish hoaxers.

Nikki Cummings on Joan's list would appear to be a daughter from a previous marriage, so let's see
who her father is.  We find an Anthony, same age, so probably her brother.  The father is probably
Michael Cummings, and his mother is Nancy.  Sister Jennifer.  That name Nancy Cummings jumped
out at me, since E. E. Cummings' daughter was named Nancy.  If this is the same family, it would also
link us to the Roosevelts, since this Nancy married the grandson of Theodore Roosevelt.  

More research led me to the Cummings Foundation of Woburn, MA, started by Bill and Joyce
Cummings.  Are they linked to this?  Bill is a real estate tycoon in Boston, but his source of wealth is

https://nypost.com/2023/02/22/lawyer-who-died-of-cardiac-arrest-was-slumped-over-on-blackjack-table/
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mysterious, as usual. He supposedly bought a fruit juice syrup company for $4000 in the 1960s and
sold it five years later for “seven figures”.  That means above ten million.  Right.  As you do.  He is
now a big philanthropist, and we know what that means.  I did find a link to Pawtucket, RI, through his
daughter Barbara, and our Cummings in this event are from there.  But I found no hard links on a quick
search.  

One thing that is making this difficult is that InstantCheckmate has changed its format in response to
my previous digs, no longer listing all available relatives in the free search.  They now list a maximum
of three.  Same for locations.  They will no longer be posting long lists including doorstep locations for
the CIA, I guess.  Oh well, it was fun while it lasted.  Just more proof they are monitoring me.  

Surprisingly, I found ten relatives for this Joan Weisinger at Intelius, including Maynard Weisinger,
who links us to the surnames Joost, Mayo, Ruzzo, and Mastrostefano.  Through Lori Harrison we link
to Broccoli, Cimini, Lombardi, Conti and Caracciolo.  Does this link us to the James Bond Broccolis?
I don't know, but it is a question to ask.  We would expect a Hollywood link here.  

The name Caracciolo jumps out at me as well, since it may link us to the Prince Caracciolo, the founder
of two of Italy's biggest magazines.  I found no hard link, but that list of names linked to Lori Harrison
would indicate we are looking at Jewish/Italian Hollywood royalty here, since all those names are the
names of famous actors, directors, or producers.  Tom Conti, Carol Lombard, Michael Cimino, Albert
Broccoli.     

No information is available on Brendan Depa, since he is supposed to be under 18.  All we get is that
he is 6'6” over and over, though he obviously isn't.  In the same way, we are told over and over that
Joan Naydich is “humble”.  What does that have to do with anything?   It is just amateur scriptwriting,
trying to telegraph your emotions.  Regardless, Depa is normally short for Depaoli: not a normal
surname for blacks.  It ties into the noble Italian names we saw above, indicating the usual: cousins
were cast in the play, and Depa is half Jewish as well.  A quick search on Depa and Depaoli in the
southeast pulled up several very rich people, though I won't name them until someone finds a possible
link.  

Added March 4: Brendan Depa's mother has now been named as Leanne Depa, so I looked her up.
She is 58, aka Null and Lemen, also related to Finch, Towkach, and Czyz.  So, many more red flags
piling up there.   She would have been 41 when Brendan was born: unlikely though not impossible.
Her sister or stepsister is Margaret Czyz, aka Depa, age 53, with Fairfax and Arlington, VA, on her list.
Fairfax is CIA's front doorstep.    

So that was easy.  But it gets better.  If we search on these Towkachs on Leanne's page, we find a Paul
A. Towkach, 77, of Jacksonville.  We find an obituary for him at Legacy.com, and not only is he not
black, he happens to be a 23-year Navy officer who served on the USS Nimitz.  

https://www.legacy.com/us/obituaries/timesunion/name/paul-towkach-obituary?id=15870331
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So we already have evidence Brendan is only half black, at most.  

As for the Lemens, that too is a Jewish name, slurred from Lehman or Lehmen.  In support of that, we
find this Nikki Lemen on these lists is 83, with a full name of Nikki Jacobsen Lemen.  Not many blacks
named Jacobsen Lemen.  In fact, voterrecords confirms she is white non-Hispanic.  

We have more possible connections to CIA with Ashley Finch, age 37, aka Daudendistel, with 18
locations including Alexandria and Arlington, VA.  

Then we have Jaroslaw Czyz, obviously not a black Floridian.  That name is Jewish/Polish.  We have
actually seen the name Czyz before, I think in my paper on Kurt Cobain, where the founder of Chess
Records was Leonard Chess, born Lejzor Szmuel Czyz, admitted to be Jewish, and he worked with
Sam Phillips, Elvis' producer.  Czyz was portrayed by Adrian Brody in the film Cadillac Records in
2008.  

Also see Tom Czyz, well known detective and CEO of Armoured One, which specializes in active
shooter training and other security assessments.  I think you can see how that ties in here.   

On December 14, 2012, Tom founded Armoured One with a team of active shooter experts from SWAT Team
members, elite military personnel, and federal agents which include the Secret Service, FBI and Homeland Security.[7]
[8] Tom and his team evaluates the security of schools, sells UL Shooter Attack Certified glass and window film plus he

delivers active shooter training for schools.[4]  [6] The idea of Armoured One came up when he realized after the Sandy

Hook attack in 2012[1] that he could not keep his own kids safe while they were at school.

So, come to your own conclusions there.  

Through Shirley Keefer on these lists, we link to a Holly Hennessy, who links us to Lathems.  We have
seen the Lathems/Lathams before, see my paper on F. Scott Fitzgerald, so we know they are Jewish.
So, for that matter, is Keefer, which is respelling of Kiefer, as in Kiefer Sutherland.  Also see Joyce
Eisenberg-Keefer, of the Los Angeles Medical Center named after her.  She is nee Goodman.  She is
admitted to be Jewish, as is her husband the Keefer.  Hollis Lathem on these lists related to Leanne
Depa is 86 and living, and he was a big banker in Georgia before retiring to Florida.  He is not black. 
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